Cloud migration, training and automation for
CoreCard, a US based card processing platform.
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OUR CLIENT
CoreCard, a US-based company with a network of international clients, offers a
processing platform that delivers a powerful and integrated solution for any type
of card issuing program, including complex credit. The platform’s modern
architecture enables their partners – who run into thousands – to innovate and
manage all aspects of their card programs in one place: from Credit Processing
and Prepaid & Debit Processing, to Licensed Systems.

THE ASK

OUR SOLUTION

While all CoreCard applications were running on legacy servers in their own
Data Centers, they were unable to offer services on Cloud. What they needed
was a Cloud-agnostic solution that enabled services on three major Cloud
platforms, depending on their client requirements (AWS/Azure/GCP). But
with most employees having little exposure to the Cloud, training them for
migrating to such applications in a short period of time was extremely
challenging. That’s where NewVision stepped in.

The solution we architected for our clients was elegant, robust and
speedily deployable. We enabled the automated deployment of
Infrastructure on all three Cloud environments, based on CoreCard’s
specific requirements.
The DevOps process for Infrastructure, as well as Application
deployment, was implemented successfully within the given time. Our
team also automated several validations checks and repeatable tasks, in

The other problem that needed addressing was that manual validation
checks had to performed on over 400 servers, every time there was a feature
change. Further, whenever there was a new release, deployment of
applications had to be done manually.

order to improve lead times for changes in the system.

SOLUTIONS SOFTWARE
& APPLICATION
We used the following technologies that were custom-fit to our
solution:
For Automated Deployment of Infrastructure on Cloud
environment, we assessed all parameters and opted to use
Terraform (IaC). This is platform-independent and moreover, the
templates can be leveraged on other platforms as well.
Our team decided on adopting DevOps Pipeline Services on Cloud
for continuous integration and delivery of Infrastructure and
Application deployments.
We utilized .NET Framework along with PowerShell to create a
centralized application that validated Infrastructure & Application
Configurations.

THE OUTCOME
The effectiveness of the DevOps processes we put in place, can be
gauged by the following metrics that monitored and tracked the
entire operation:
Reduction of 85% of time for infrastructure automations.
Reduction of 65% of time in release activity.
Increase of 80% in team productivity.
Increase of 85% in overall release quantity.
Reduction of infrastructure provisioning time from 7 days to 30
minutes. Reduction of release time from 90 days to 15 days.
The CoreCard team is now more development-centric, having
successfully made the shift to the Cloud. All unit and load testing
processes have become fully automated, and the number of
releases have increased substantially from one per quarter to six
per quarter currently.

ABOUT NEWVISION

THE OUTCOME

NewVision Software is a global information technology consulting and services
company. We are digital natives discovering ideas, constantly innovating, improvising
to build a better future for our customers. We strengthen and transform businesses by
providing focused software solutions. Headquartered in India with presence in the US
and the Middle East, the company offers a range of innovative and high-quality
consulting services across several sectors and practices to help our clients adapt to
the digital world to improve their results.
As a Centre of Excellence-based organisation, we follow frameworks that
deliver technology leadership, inculcates best practices, accelerates research and
training for the following offerings to our clients and partners.
SOFTWARE PRODUCT
ENGINEERING
Nurturing your idea
end to end

BUSINESS PROCESS
MANAGEMENT
Process-powered
profitability

CLOUD
Unlock Scale, Unlock Speed,
Unlock the Cloud Continuum.

DEVOPS
Transform
faster and safer

QA AUTOMATION
Test. Automate.
Simplify.

UTILITIES
Transforming
lives globally

DATA
Demand more
from data

